Genetic selection in presence of pathogens such as the lymphoid leukosis virus: computer simulation.
A computer model was developed to simulate the population dynamics involved when selection is for a trait influenced by the presence of a pathogen in addition to quantitative genetic factors. The lymphoid leukosis virus is such a pathogen, when selection is for egg production in chickens. It is transmitted congenitally from dam to offspring and horizontally from one individual to another. For these simulations, individual selection for high performance in the trait influenced by the pathogen was more effective than family selection for removing infected individuals from populations. The resulting reduction in the incidence of infected individuals in following generations made the overall response to individual selection greater than for family selection. However, the virus would remain in most populations due to horizontal transmission to individuals which later transmit the virus to their offspring. These horizontally infected individuals would not be eliminated in the selection process because their egg production was assumed to be less reduced than that of congenitally infected birds. These simulation results seem to mimic certain experimental results which heretofore have been difficult to explain since they were not consistent with quantitative genetic theoretical expectations from selection.